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Designated Manager ■  Seibu/Sayama Hills Partners
●Location                      Higashiyamato City, Kohan 3-chome, Takagi 1-chome, Sayama 3-chome, Narahashi 2-chome.

●Contact Information      Sayama Park Administration Office tel: 042-393-0154 (3-17-19 Tamako-cho, Higashi-Murayama-shi 189-0026)

●Transport                     15-minute walk from Musashi-Yamato (Seibu-Tamako line)

                    5-minute walk from Shiogama-Jinja bus stop on Seibu Bus (Tachikawa, JR line to Higashi-Murayama, Seibu line)

   Higashiyamato Park, located south of Tama Lake, may look monoto-
nous at first sight. However, it is filled with hidden charms such as the 
Japanese red pines on a slightly elevated hill, orange surprise lily 
blooming in orange in the small valley, and clethra and hosta lining the 
park path.From 1970 to 1974, there was a plan to develop apartment 
complexes. Numerous citizens rallied with the city of Higashi-Yamato to 
persuade the Tokyo government to protect their wild woodlands. These 
efforts paid off and led to Tokyo’s first municipal hillside park. Since 
then, many people have been involved in the preservation of the wood-
lands. Citizen’s groups have conducted ongoing nature observations 
and vegetation studies for many years now, and continue to take an 
active role in caring for the groves while exchanging opinions with park 
administrators.

Sensing area
   See various plants and creatures in the 

environment that vary from calm sun-

beam valley to bright grass field around 

the occasional ponds. It is an area where 

you can sense the beauty of forests.

Learning area
   There are various forests such as main-

tained bright refreshing headstream for-

est, untouched eternal forest, evergreen 

forest, and bamboo forest. You can also 

learn about the relation between forest 

and mankind in this area.

Growing area
   Red pine, lyonia, clethraceae, and other 

flowers and trees can be seen in the red 

pine field and spring cicadas hill. Wild 

plants such as Asian fawnlily, Cephalan-

thera erecta, and hosta can be found on 

the forest floor. It is an area where many 

citizens treasure.
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Opened / June 1,1979      Area / 184,503.06m2

Main plants / Japanese red pine , storax , sawtooth oak , konara oak , clethraceae , hiryu azalea , hosta montana
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